BIN MOVER

THE IDEAL WAY TO MOVE YOUR GRANARY
Ensuring farmers have grain bins close to their fields is important for any farm operation.
Whether you are a farmer who is consolidating your bins or a bin builder transporting bins
to location, Trailtech ensures you can move bins quickly and safely.
The tilting bed goes from full vertical to full horizontal allowing for a bin to be laid down for
transport mode and then fully stood up upon delivery. Trailtech’s design ensures that the
entire bin moving process is easy and seamless.

SPECIFICATIONS
Features

BM270-32

Axles

(2) 7000 lb Electric Braking

Cross Members

Formed

Main Frame

6" Tubing

Tires

ST235/80R16 load range E tires

Hitch

Adjustable 2 5/16 inch Ball Coupler

Jack

8000 lb Drop Foot

LED Lights

Standard

FEATURES
The Trailtech Bin Mover has been built to handle bins up to 19’ in diameter and up to 32’ in height. Equipped with 7000 lb
Torflex axles with electric brakes, heavy duty hydraulic cylinders and ST235/80R16 load range E tires, the bin mover can
accommodate the heavy load of a grain bin. Each BM270-32 bin mover model offers a heavy-duty mainframe, landing pads,
and a locking mechanism for the forward cradle giving you peace of mind during the move.
The tilting bed goes from full vertical to full horizontal allowing for a bin to be laid down for transport mode and then fully
stood up upon delivery. Trailtech’s design ensures that the entire bin moving process is easy and seamless.
BM270-32
Two 7000 lb Torflex axles with electric brakes
Tilting bed
ST235/80R16 load range E tires
Heavy duty hydraulic cylinders
Landing pads
Self contained 13HP power pack
Locking mechanism for forward cradle
Controls mounted on hitch
Rear strobe light with switch
Made for galvanized bins up to 19’ in diameter
Made for bins up to 32’ tip to tip measurement
Black with white trim
Available in Bumper Tow or Gooseneck Models

OPTIONS
Available in Bumper Tow or Gooseneck Models.
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